TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET

BASE COURSE BLOCK
(COVENTRY WALL III, IMPERIAL WALL SINGLE & DOUBLE SIDED)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: The Base Course Block is a no slump kiln dried concrete unit with a 6 degree angle on one end and a flat 90 degree surface on the opposite end. It is designed for below grade construction because it is not distressed. As the base course it is compatible with Coventry Wall III, Imperial Wall Single & Double Sided.

SELLING FEATURES:
- Provides a single source cube of large unit block for base construction
- Easier and faster installation of the base course; less units to place and level
- Provides greater structural base stability
- Eliminates the need to use smaller Double Sided Wall units in base course

INSTALLATION OVERVIEW:
- Installed using standard base course construction methods. Straight line construction is achieved by butting the 90 degree ends and 6 degree angled ends together. Curvilinear construction is achieved by combining the 90 degree and 6 degree ends or by cutting a desired angle on either end.

PRODUCT TECH SPECS:
- NA

SIZES: 18/16” L x 10” D x 6” H

COLORS: Autumn Blend, Dakota Blend, Harvest Blend, Pewter Blend – UNITS ARE NOT DISTRESSED

PRODUCT PACKAGING:
- 45 pieces / cube
- 33 SF / cube
- 64 LF / cube
- 86 lbs / unit
- 3,870 lbs / cube

PLANT PRODUCTION: Wrightstown/Parkerford